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Abstract—This report provides an overview of the field
of contrast data mining and its applications, and offers a
preview of an upcoming book on the topic. The importance
of contrasting is discussed and a brief survey is given covering
the following topics: general definitions and terminology for
contrast patterns; representative contrast pattern mining algorithms; applications of contrast mining for fundamental data
mining tasks such as classification and clustering; applications
of contrast mining in bioinformatics, medicine, blog analysis,
image analysis and subgroup mining; results on contrast based
dataset similarity measure, and on analyzing item interaction
in contrast patterns; and open research questions.

distributions of attribute values. These approaches can be
limited, since it may be difficult to use them for identifying
specific patterns in the data that offer novel and actionable
insights.
In the last dozen years, significant progress on contrast
data mining has been made. The remainder of this report
offers a brief overview, and a preview of an upcoming book
(see Section IX) that will contain more detailed discussions.

Keywords-contrast data mining; contrast mining algorithms;
classification applications; clustering applications; other applications.

Given two or more datasets, say 𝐷1 and 𝐷2 , that one
wishes to contrast, contrast patterns are patterns that describe significant differences1 between the given datasets. A
pattern 𝑋 is considered as describing differences between
the two datasets if some statistics (e.g., support or risk
ratio) for 𝑋 with respect to each of the datasets are highly
different.
We often refer to the dataset/class where a pattern 𝑃 has
the highest frequency as its home dataset/class.
Many names have been used to describe contrast patterns,
including emerging patterns [7], contrast sets [4], group
differences, patterns characterizing change, classification
rules and discriminating patterns. Whilst earlier studies
focused on contrast patterns expressed as conjunctions of
simple conditions on attributes, recent research has studied contrast patterns involving more powerful constructs,
including disjunctive emerging patterns [23], fuzzy emerging
patterns [15], contrast inequalities [11], contrast functions
[10] and emerging cubes [29]. Emerging patterns have also
been related to rough sets [31].
Contrast data mining can also be applied to many types of
data, including vector data, transaction data, sequence data,
graph data, image data and data cubes.

II. D EFINITIONS AND T ERMINOLOGY FOR C ONTRAST
PATTERNS

I. H IGH L EVEL V IEW OF C ONTRASTING
Contrasting is one of the most basic types of analysis and
is used by all types of people. It is routinely employed to
help us understand the world and to better deal with the
problems and challenges we face.
Contrasting involves the comparison of one set/kind/class
of objects against another set/kind/class. Usually, we contrast
given classes of objects in order to identify the differences
that exist between them. These differences can provide
useful insights on how, and perhaps also why, the objects
differ. The ensuing understanding gained from the how and
why can then help guide us on how to use different objects
in an appropriate way.
Contrasting can be employed in many situations and
contexts. One can compare two population groups, e.g., the
young and the elderly; compare two medical conditions, e.g.,
the normal tissues and the diseased tissues of a cancer;
compare two time periods, e.g., performance of various
groups/styles of stocks in 2009 and their performance in
2010; compare objects at two spatial locations; compare
DNA sequences to see how the sequences at important
biological sites and those at other places behave differently.
Contrasting can also be used to analyze holes and bumps in
data, and to analyze model shifts over time.
Before the age of computers, techniques for contrasting
sets of objects were based on traditional statistical methods,
such as comparison of the respective means of the features of
the objects in the two sets, or comparison of the respective
978-0-7695-4409-0/11 $26.00 © 2011 IEEE
DOI 10.1109/ICDMW.2011.133

III. M INING A LGORITHMS FOR C ONTRAST PATTERNS
There are a wide range of techniques for mining contrast
patterns. Algorithms for mining contrast patterns are typically designed according to the specification of the type of
contrast pattern being mined. Mining algorithms need to to
1 One can also consider mining contrast models, as well as similarities,
between the datasets. We will not cover those possibilities in this article.
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as a classifier and the classifiers used in committees often
meet certain accuracy requirement, e.g., > 50% accurate. To
address the pattern selection issue, CAEP selects the minimal contrast patterns satisfying certain constraints on the
supports of the patterns and on the differences/ratios of those
supports in different classes; it also selects other contrast
patterns that are sufficiently different (with respect to the
items they contain and their supports in various classes) from
previously selected patterns. A score normalization method
is used to correct the tendency of “favoring” the class having
many more high quality contrast patterns than other classes.
A large number of papers have been published concerning
classification methods that are variants of the CAEP method.
Representatives of such methods include iCAEP [34], JEPC
[18], DeEPs [20], and CPAR [33]. Let 𝑡 be an object
to be classified. In essence, iCAEP adopts an information theory-based strategy for classification; it selects, for
each class 𝐶, a set 𝑋𝐶 of contrast patterns whose (item)
union
∑ contains (and hence represents) 𝑡; the class 𝐶 where
− 𝑌 ∈𝑋𝐶 −𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑃 (𝑌 ∣𝐶) is minimal is deemed the class of
𝑡. (𝑃 (𝑌 ∣𝐶) is the probability of 𝑌 given 𝐶.) Both JEPC
and DeEPs use only contrast patterns that only occur in
their home classes (namely, the so-called jumping emerging
patterns). DeEPs uses a lazy (instance-based) approach of
mining contrasts and performing classification; given a test
instance 𝑡, it first projects the original classes by removing
all items not occurring in 𝑡, then it mines the contrast
patterns that occur in their (projected) home class but never
occur in other classes, and finally it uses the volume of the
matching data in the projected classes to decide the final
class of 𝑡. This lazy approach allows DeEPs to discover
contrast patterns that may not be available if an eager mining
approach is used. The volume based scoring strategy helps
avoid the duplicate signaling problem, where similar patterns
contribute nearly “identical” discriminating signals multiple
times to the classification scores. CPAR uses, for each test
instance 𝑡, the best 𝑘 (some given integer) contrast patterns
of each class that match 𝑡 to decide the class of 𝑡; it
selects the class with the highest average accuracy among
the best 𝑘 contrast patterns for the class; the classification
accuracy of a contrast pattern 𝑋 for a class 𝐶 is given by
∣{𝑡 ∈ 𝐶 ∣ 𝑡 matches X}∣/∣{𝑡 ∣ 𝑡 matches X}∣.
Studies have shown that CAEP-style classifiers are highly
accurate and noise tolerant.
Contrast patterns have also been used to help improve
traditional classifiers. One such method [13] uses emerging
patterns [7] integrated with a weighted support vector machine (SVM) construction. A second method [2] uses emerging patterns as part of weighted decision tree construction.
In the former, each training data instance is first assigned
a “relevance weight” to reflect its perceived importance for
weighted SVM construction. In the latter, each training data
instance is first assigned a “class membership weight vector”
(of weighted membership for the classes) for weighted de-

able to push pattern constraints (such as minimum/maximum
frequency and minimum support difference/ratio) deep into
the mining process. Efficiency of mining can be increased
by i) use of data structures which reduce the size needed to
store the input datasets and output patterns, such as prefix
trees [3], or zero-suppressed binary decision diagrams [23]
and ii) by the use of pruning techniques based on the pattern
constraints. Pruning techniques that have been investigated
range from border based methods which first appeared in
earlier work [7], to methods which identify equivalence
classes of patterns [19].
In some scenarios it may not be feasible or even desirable
to mine the complete set of contrast patterns. This is
particularly true for very high dimensional datasets such
as microarray data. Work in [28] presents a technique that
mines desirable subsets of contrast patterns, using a so-called
gene club based approach; a gene club for a given gene is
a set of genes that can differentiate between two different
states of a disease and which are also likely to interact with
the given gene with respect to the disease. This approach
enables us to mine some high quality (ideally the best)
contrast patterns involving each of the given features/genes,
so that to offer insight on the role played by each of the
given genes in the disease.
IV. U SING C ONTRAST PATTERNS FOR C LASSIFICATION
Since contrast patterns for data with classes contain
signals discriminating the classes, it is not surprising that
there have been many studies on how to use contrast
patterns to build accurate classifiers. In general, three issues
need to be addressed in order to build a contrast patternbased classification model: contrast pattern mining, contrast
pattern selection, and contrast pattern scoring strategy for the
classification decision. We only consider the last two issues
in the discussion below (the algorithms discussed in the
previous section can be used to address the pattern mining
issue, although a direct mining approach may also be used
for certain given pattern selection approaches).
The first two major algorithms that use contrast patterns
to build classifiers are CBA [25] and CAEP [9]. CBA
first selects patterns based on their statistics (including size
of their matching data not already matched by previously
selected patterns), and it assembles the selected patterns into
a list; it then uses “the first matching pattern wins” scoring
strategy to decide the class of each test object.
The major characteristic of CAEP is that it uses an
aggregation/voting based scoring strategy to decide the class
of a test object. In this strategy, each pattern of a class
that matches a given test object contributes a value to the
overall classification score of the object for the class. The
contributed value is determined by the (difference of the)
supports of the test object in the classes. This aggregation
strategy is not the same as a classifier committee voting
strategy, since each pattern’s accuracy may be ≤ 5% if used
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in 𝑃 ’s closed pattern occur in all the tuples in 𝑚𝑡(𝑃 )). (3)
If 𝑃 ’s support in its home cluster is high, it will account for
a large number of tuples in that cluster.
The diversity of a group 𝑆 of CPs can be measured by
the average item-based similarity of (or size of intersection
between) pairs of CPs in 𝑆, and by the average matchingdata-similarity of (or size of intersection between) 𝑚𝑡(𝑃1 )
and 𝑚𝑡(𝑃2 ) of pairs 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 of CPs in 𝑆. To increase the
robustness of the diversity measure, one can use some fixed
number (e.g., 5) groups of CPs for each cluster, and consider
inter-group item-based diversity, in addition to the intragroup diversity factors mentioned in the previous sentence.
Experiments reported in [24] indicate that CPCQ can
indeed differentiate high quality clusterings (e.g., those
defined by domain experts) from low quality ones (e.g., those
obtained by random shuffling of expert defined classes), as
well as providing certain other advantages.
The CPC algorithm [12] constructs clusters on the basis of
patterns to maximize the CPCQ score of the resulting clustering. A main challenge for CPC is that it only has access
to the frequent patterns, since CPs are only determined after
the clusters are known. Hence the CPC algorithm must rely
on some sound and yet easy to compute method to guess
and determine which frequent patterns should become CPs
and which of such CPs should be put into the same cluster.
To address the challenge, a relationship is defined between
CPs to measure their quality and their suitability of belonging to the same cluster. This relationship, termed Mutual
Pattern Quality (MPQ), measures the number and quality of
other CPs that can be gained by assigning two diversified
CPs to the same cluster. Specifically, given two patterns
𝑃1 and 𝑃2 sharing few tuples, 𝑀 𝑃 𝑄(𝑃1 , 𝑃2 ) is high if
a relatively large number of (mutual) patterns share many
matching tuples with both 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 . If 𝑀 𝑃 𝑄(𝑃1 , 𝑃2 ) is
high, then patterns 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 are likely to belong to CPs
of the same cluster; if 𝑀 𝑃 𝑄(𝑃1 , 𝑃2 ) is low, 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 are
likely to be CPs of separate clusters.
Using MPQ, the CPC algorithm constructs clusters
bottom-up by first finding a set of weakly-related seed
patterns (having low MPQ values among the CPs in the
set) to initially define the clusters, and then repeatedly
adding (some small number of) diversified patterns that have
high MPQ values with CPs of a certain cluster to that
cluster. Once clusters are completely defined in terms of the
CPs computed by the preceding two steps, tuples/objects
(and other CPs) can be assigned to clusters based on their
matching CPs.
Experiments reported in [12] show that CPC can indeed
discover high CPCQ clusterings. Experiments reported in [6]
indicates that CPC can accurately recover clusters of blogs.

cision tree construction. Both approaches use the emerging
pattern based class membership scoring function of CAEP
[9] in the weight determination process. A third method [1]
uses emerging patterns to expand the training data so that
to improve the classification of rare classes.
Contrast pattern based classification has been used for
various kinds of data, including image data (see Section VI).
Interestingly, the lengths of contrast patterns mined from
a given test object can reflect how different it is from other
objects. This idea has been the basis of a “contrast-pattern
length” based one-class (or outlier) classification method [5].
V. U SING C ONTRAST PATTERNS FOR C LUSTERING
Two recent studies have proposed (a) a measure (called
CPCQ) that uses contrast patterns to evaluate the quality of
clusterings [24] and (b) a clustering algorithm (called CPC)
to form clusterings that maximize their CPCQ value [12].
Besides the advantages discussed below, two major advantages of CPC and CPCQ are: (1) they do not require distance
functions in clustering (or clustering quality evaluation), and
(2) CPC and CPCQ can discover small sets of high quality
CPs to indicate the underlying themes of the clusters.
First we give some necessary definitions. For a given
pattern 𝑃 , we use ∣𝑃 ∣ to denote its item length (cardinality)
and 𝑚𝑡(𝑃 ) to denote its matching tuple set; 𝑚𝑡(𝑃 ) is the
set of tuples in a dataset (or cluster, which can be clear
from the context) that contain the pattern 𝑃 . Each pattern
𝑃 is associated with an equivalence class (EC) of patterns
defined as 𝐸𝐶(𝑃 ) = {𝑃 ′ ∣𝑚𝑡(𝑃 ′ ) = 𝑚𝑡(𝑃 )}. In a sense, all
patterns in a common EC have the same practical “meaning”,
since they match the same set of tuples. Each EC can be
concisely described by a closed pattern 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 (the unique
longest pattern in the EC) and the MG patterns (those
minimal, under the set containment relation, in the EC). An
EC contains precisely those patterns 𝑋 satisfying: 𝑋 is a
superset of at least one MG pattern, and 𝑋 is a subset of the
closed pattern, of the EC. The MG patterns can be viewed
as different minimal descriptions of 𝑚𝑡(𝑃 ). Below, when
we refer to contrast patterns (CPs) we often mean the MG
patterns of some ECs; we will often refer to the cluster where
a pattern 𝑃 has the highest support as its home cluster.
For the CPCQ cluster quality measure [24], a high-quality
clustering is one having, for each of its clusters, a large
number of high-quality, diversified contrast patterns (CPs)
whose home cluster is the given cluster. Reference [24]
argues that high quality natural concepts have the traits listed
above, and so do the classes of many datasets (e.g., the well
known mushroom dataset).
A CP 𝑃 is considered to have high quality if (1) it is short,
(2) its closed pattern is long, and (3) its support in its home
cluster is high. The rationales are: (1) If 𝑃 is short, its home
cluster is more easily distinguishable from the other clusters
by using 𝑃 . (2) If 𝑃 ’s closed pattern is long, its matching
tuples (i.e., 𝑚𝑡(𝑃 )) are more coherent (and all of the items

VI. OTHER A PPLICATIONS OF C ONTRAST M INING
We now discuss four other applications of contrast mining:
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(a) Microarray gene expression data based bioinformatics
and medicine applications. Work in [22] studied the use of
emerging patterns to characterize disease subtypes, and the
use of an emerging pattern based classifier to diagnose those
subtypes. Work in [21] conjectured the possibility of using
emerging patterns to design a personalized treatment plan
which converts (colon) tumor cells into normal cells by modulating the expression levels of a few genes. [26] considers
the use of contrast patterns to identify strong compound
risk factors that have big risk differences. Reference [27]
considered the use of transferability of discriminating genes
(namely those genes that occur in high quality emerging
patterns) across microrray technology platforms to measure
the concordance of technology platforms.
(b) Blog community analysis. Work in [6] studied the
use of contrast patterns as distinct interest profiles of
communities of blogs. It uses the CPC algorithm to form
clusters of blogs based on their common distinct interest
profiles, and use a very small number of contrast patterns to
characterize the discovered blog communities. This allows
one to discover and track blog communities based on their
dynamic distinct interest profiles, instead of being based
on the statically declared key words of interest of the blog
authors.
(c) Image classification. Work in [16] and [17] proposed
jumping emerging pattern based methods to classify images.
Images are first partitioned into a number of cells (determined by some fixed number of rows and columns). Each
image is then represented as transactions (of color/texture
features) with occurrence counts for the cells. Two types
of contrast patterns are appropriate for this representation
of image data, namely jumping emerging patterns with
occurrence counts (occJEPs) and spatial emerging patterns
(SEPs). Both types are mined and then used to classify the
images. Work in [8] considered the mining of geospatial
contrast patterns for remote sensing applications.
(d) Subgroup discovery and analysis. Work in [30] examined the relationship between the mining of contrast sets and
emerging patterns, and subgroup mining and analysis.

categorize contrast patterns according to four types of item
interaction (namely, driver-passenger, coherent, independent
additive, and synergistic beyond independent additive).
VIII. C HALLENGES AND O PEN P ROBLEMS
The field of contrast mining has developed rapidly in the
last 15 years. Nevertheless, many challenges still remain
and there is great potential for exciting research. Some open
research questions for this field include:
∙ How does one assess the quality of contrast patterns,
particularly for cases where the underlying datasets are
of a complex type, such as a graph?
∙ How can one incorporate domain knowledge to guide
the discovery of contrast patterns? Also, how can one
use domain knowledge to understand the semantics of
the mined contrast patterns, such as causation effects?
∙ Is it feasible and desirable to discover highly expressive
contrast patterns, such as patterns defined by first order
logic formulae?
IX. P REVIEW OF AN U PCOMING B OOK
The two authors of this paper are editing a book on
contrast data mining, to be published in the Data Mining
and Knowledge Discovery Series of Chapman & Hall/CRC.
The book will contain about twenty chapters. The majority
of the chapters will be related to results that were discussed
above. A number of chapters will be entirely written by
invited contributors, and the two authors of this paper will
individually contribute to a number of chapters with other
invited co-authors. The book is expected to be published in
the second quarter of the 2012.
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VII. C ONTRAST BASED DATASET D IFFERENCE AND
I TEM I NTERACTION IN C ONTRASTS
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